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Automate Master Data Management
in SAP BPC Embedded
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Scenario
In order to automate Promotional Sales Planning process for a Retail organization we want to provide
business users with a set of tools for uploading sales targets by product group (groupings of articles),
promotional schedule, and promo periods. This master data is not always defined in advance, and is
usually uploaded or corrected several times during the year. We want to automate the process from the
business user’s point of view where they take control over master data uploads, refreshes, sales target
data entry and KPI analysis.

From a technical point of view we want to leverage SAP BPC Embedded and benefit from the existing
master data in BW and models for actuals. We also want to use BW Workspaces to refresh and upload
user managed master data. For more information on how to set up and use BW Workspaces with BPC
Embedded please see the white paper: SAP BPC Embedded and BW Workspaces.
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Proposed Architecture
The following data flow can be used combining design components in BW, BW Workspaces, and BPC
Embedded. It leverages objects for actuals without requiring data or model duplications, and fully
automating plan data uploads and refreshes.
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Input Form Design
Input form for Sales Plan targets should be defined in the BO Analysis for Office, and it may look as
outlined below. Three buttons on the top of the screen correspond to the 3 step process that BPC Key
Users have to follow in order to reload master data and update sales targets.

1.

Technically speaking “Clear All Targets” button launches a process chain in BW via the Planning
Function defined in the FOX formula:

The chain switches Planning ADSO into a data load mode and clears all relevant targets for the current
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year.
The following VBA Macro behind the button calls the Planning Sequence and relevant Planning Function
with the Process Chain:
Sub FlowchartAlternateProcess1_Click()
Dim lResult As Long
lResult = Application.Run("SAPExecuteCommand", "PlanDataSave")
lResult = Application.Run("SAPExecuteCommand", "PlanDataToDisplayMode")
lResult = Application.Run("SAPExecutePlanningSequence", "PS_1")
If lResult = 1 Then
MsgBox "Executed Successfully. Result = " & lResult
Else
MsgBox "Sorry, connection to the server has been Lost. Result = " & lResult
End If
lResult = Application.Run("SAPExecuteCommand", "RefreshData")
End Sub

By clicking “Clear All Targets” user prepares infoproviders for loading new Master Data values: Planning
Periods, Promotional Schedule, and Product Group to Vendor Sub-Range mappings.

2. “Submit MD” button is launching a BW workspace management screen where users submit
master data uploaded in BW Workspaces to relevant BW ADSOs:

3. “Generate MD” button uses a process chain in BW to activate all relevant Master Data ADSOs
with the newly submitted requests from BW Workspaces. After that new Sales Plan Promotion
combinations are been generated in the Direct Update ADSO used for planning, and the ADSO
gets switched back to the planning mode.
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Dashboards and KPIs
The main challenge in connecting Plan and Actuals data together and generating a bunch of KPIs on top
of them is related to different levels of granularity. For example, Sales Actuals may be available by day,
article, shop; and Targets are maintained by Promo Period, Product Group, Profit Center. Composite
Provider can be used to connect Sales Actuals with Plan data using master data connecting objects
maintained by business users:

With a BW Query on top of the Composite Provider we can produce various KPIs and dashboards
comparing Sales vs. Targets. This dashboard can be analyzed by shop, profit center, brand, and period
helping to track effectiveness of Sales Promotions:

Good query performance is achieved by leveraging HANA-optimized modelling and architecture with
Composite Providers and BW queries. When tested on large data sets of 100s of millions of sales records
the dashboard navigation response time was less than a few seconds.

Conclusion
With the latest set of tools from SAP (BPC Embedded, BW7.5 on HANA or BW/4HANA) we can automate
master data and plan targets management for business users in complex business planning scenarios.
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Substantial degree of flexibility and automation can be achieved by using BW Workspaces together with
intelligent BW/BPC models and VBA scripts embedded in AFO workbooks.
While SAP BW Workspaces is a good tool for user-managed master data entry and refreshes, planning
functions together with process chains give opportunities to business users applying specific business
rules and implementing complex planning data transformations. And finally, built-in HANA-optimized
BPC data entry capabilities should be leveraged for efficient plan data entry and disaggregations in the
Analysis for Office input forms.
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